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Abstract
Anti-reflection layers, which comprise one or more films of dielectric or metallic materials, are widely used in many
applications, such as solar cells, to reduce unwanted reflection loss or overcome undesirable color features. Many
conventional anti-reflection layers are based on multilayer interference, index matching, surface texturing and
plasmonic phenomena. Here, we present a novel paradigm that suppresses the reflection of light from a metallic
surface by using an ultrathin, conductive CuO coating. This new anti-reflection concept relies on the strong inference
inside the ultrathin, absorptive CuO coating. We derive the optimal conditions for minimal reflectance and expound
how the film thickness impacts the reflectance. It is shown that zero reflectance can almost be obtained at a
wavelength of ca. 550 nm over a wide range of incident angles. As a proof-of-concept experiment, a transparent
conductive electrode with a record figure of merit was fabricated based on a CuO/Cu double-layer structure, of which
CuO was used to tune the chromaticity of the resultant TCEs and protect Cu from oxidation. This technology has the
potential for many applications, especially for photoelectrochemical cells, which can be used to simultaneously
enhance the total absorption and reduce the minority charge carrier collection length.

Introduction
Optical coatings are a key component in a wide variety

of optoelectronic devices such as solar cells, photoelec-
trochemical cells, touch screen displays, and optical fil-
ters1–3. In most cases, anti-reflection layers (AR) to reduce
the undesirable reflected/scattered light loss or an
absorber to enhance the optical absorption are needed.
Conventional anti-reflection layers are often based on the
principle of destructive interference to suppress reflection
by stacking alternating transparent dielectrics with high
and low refractive indices, with thicknesses of a quarter-
wavelength (λ/4n, where n is the refractive index of the
dielectrics). Other approaches include a single-layer

nanoparticle coating4, a graded-index coating5, and
taped nanostructures6, where the reduced reflection is
induced by multiple scattering and interference of light
due to a gradually increasing refractive index towards the
substrate surface.
Recently, a novel AR material, namely, an absorbing AR

coating (ARC), was proposed based on the absorptive
property inside the AR layer. Many ARCs have been
studied and utilized due to their unique properties in
various fields4,7–11. However, the configuration of ARCs
usually comprises multiple dielectric/metal film layers or
an array of plasmonic metal particles surrounded by
dielectric media. Although the suppression of reflection of
these ARCs is efficient, the insulating property hinders its
application in areas of TCEs or other electrode fabrica-
tion. Hence, it is paramount to explore a simple con-
ducting double-layer structure with suppressed reflectivity
based on a metal substrate, which can be utilized to fab-
ricate TCEs and photoelectrodes12,13.
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In the past years, Cu-nanowire-based or grid-based
TCEs have emerged as promising candidates to substitute
for both ITO and Ag nanowire TCEs due to their excel-
lent resistivity (1.75 μΩ cm) comparable to silver (1.65
μΩ cm), lower price and more abundant reserves than
silver or indium14–21. However, the actual application of
Cu-nanowire-based or grid-based TCEs have been ham-
pered owing to two limiting factors, namely, the unde-
sirable color induced by a parasitic high reflection of Cu
nanowires or grids and the easy oxidation property,
especially upon exposure to humidity or under the
influence of Joule heating. Herein, we propose using an
ultrathin-conducting absorptive layer to suppress the
reflection of the Cu substrate (absorption enhancement of
the absorptive layer) and provide the optimized design
parameters. The underlying mechanism of the AR effect
was elucidated in detail and is universally suitable for
other metal substrates. As a proof-of-concept experiment,
CuO was employed as an efficient AR layer for Cu sub-
strates, and a CuO/Cu/CuO-sandwich structure was uti-
lized to fabricate TCEs. The ultrathin CuO film in this
configuration performs two functions, namely, it acts as
an AR layer to suppress the reflection of the lower Cu
grids and as a protective layer to prevent the Cu grids
from oxidation. As a result, the visibility of the grid lines
in the grid-based TCEs was remarkably reduced, and the
stability of the resultant TCEs was significantly enhanced.
Moreover, Cu-grid TCEs with a total transmittance of
92–97% and sheet resistance of 4–40Ω sq.−1 can be
obtained from the transmittance enhancement (increase
by ~8%) of a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate
after coating with AR layers. The total performance is far
superior to that of commercial ITO (Rs= 10Ω sq.−1, T=
85%) and others.

Materials and methods
Simulations
Reflectance simulations of an air/absorptive layer/Cu

three-layer structure were carried out according to Eq.
(1). An optical simulation for the design of AR layers
(AR) was performed by employing a transfer matrix
method (TMM), which allows us to calculate the
amplitude of the electromagnetic wave at each
interface of a multilayer and to obtain the transmittance
(T) and reflectance (R) of a specific stack. For the
transmittance and reflectance simulations on PET, lay-
ers with refractive indices of 1.46 (SiO2) and 2.31
(TiO2) were used. To optimize the layer thickness, we
performed a global search and then minimized/
maximized the reflectance/transmittance value at λ=
550 nm or the averaged reflectance/transmittance
value for a spectral range of 380–780 nm for a given
structure. The optimal thicknesses are compiled in
Table 1S.

Film deposition
Commercially available PET substrate, with both sides

coated with an acrylate hard coating and with a thickness
of ca. 125 μm, was used to deposit AR layers and sand-
wiched conducting layers. All of the films were coated by
using a homemade roll-to-roll magnetron sputtering (MS)
machine, which contains three chambers. Prior to AR
layer deposition, the PET substrate was pretreated on-line
with oxygen and argon plasma exposure in order to clean
the PET surface and enhance the adhesion between the
PET substrate and the above-coated films. The AR layers
were composed of six alternating silicon oxide (SiO2) and
titanium oxide (TiO2) layers and was rolled forward and
backward three times to complete the AR layers. The
targets for the SiO2 and TiO2 films were pure silicon (with
purity of 99.99%) and ceramic titanium oxide (with purity
of 99.95%), respectively. After AR layer deposition, the
sandwiched conducting layers, consisting of two copper
oxide (CuO) layers (with thicknesses of ca. 30 and 35 nm
for the upper and lower layers, respectively) and one
copper layer (with a thickness of ca. 300 nm), were coated
on one side of the AR layer, which was also exposed to
oxygen plasma before the deposition of the conducting
layer to enhance the adhesion.

Photolithography
A photoresist layer (PR-500A, Futurrex) was spin coated

on the sandwiched conducting layers rotating at 3000 rpm
for 40 s and was then baked for 2 min at
115 °C on a hotplate. Next, a mesh pattern was formed on
the photoresist layer by employing UV lithography. The
mesh structure in the photoresist layer was formed after
the regions that were exposed to UV light were removed
with a developer (RD6, Futurrex) and then rinsed with
distilled water. The samples were then annealed at 110 °C
on a hotplate for 5 min to enhance the adhesion of the
mesh-structured photoresist on the lower layer. The
samples were then wet-etched using a Cu etchant made
from 0.1 mol/L copper dichloride (CuCl2). The feature
size of the grid lines could be controlled by varying the
etching time. Following the chemical-etching process, the
mesh-structured photoresist masking layer was removed
with acetone, and the samples were rinsed with ethanol
and then distilled water.

Characterization
The refractive indices of the Cu and CuO films were

measured by a spectroscopic ellipsometer (SENTECH),
and the phase of the CuO film was characterized by X-ray
diffraction with a Rigaku diffractometer (Figure 2S). The
reflectance and transmittance spectra were measured with
a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (VARIAN 5000) over a
wavelength range of 380 to 780 nm at an interval of 1 nm.
The substrate contribution was taken into consideration
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in the transmittance measurements, namely, the total
transmittance of the substrate and film. A four-point
sheet resistance meter (NAGY SD-510) was used to
measure the sheet resistance. An X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer (XPS, Escalab 250Xi) was employed to
evaluate the depth variation of the valence states of the
oxygen and copper elements in the copper oxide and
copper metal films before and after the durability test. All
of the spectra were calibrated with C 1s at 284.5 eV, which
originated from adventitious carbon contamination. A
constant humidity box was used to carry out durability
testing. The topography of the etched grids was measured
with atomic force microscopy (NanoScope v7.10).

Results and discussion
First, an absorptive film with an optimal complex index

for a given thickness on a Cu substrate to suppress
reflectance was selected. As a model system, and as illu-
strated in Fig. 1a, we consider a thin homogeneous
absorptive layer with a thickness d and a complex
refractive index n2= n+ ik coated on a thick Cu film. In
this case, the complex index (n2) of the absorptive layer is

optimized for normal incident light at a wavelength of λ
= 550 nm with various layer thicknesses. The reflection
coefficient for transverse-electric (s-polarized) light at an
incidence angle θ1 taking multiple internal reflections into
consideration is

r ¼ r12 þ r23 e2iβ

1þ r12r23 e2iβ
ð1Þ

where rxy= (px− py)/(px− py), px= nx cos(θx), β= (2π/λ)
n2 d cos(θ2) and θx= sin−1(sin(θ1)/nx), which is the
complex-valued form of Snell’s law11. For transverse-
magnetic (p-polarized) light, px is replaced by qx= nx/cos
(θx), and the total reflectance is given by R= |r|2.

The calculations of reflectivity vs (n, k) based on the air/
absorptive layer/Cu structure are shown in Fig. 1S (see the
supporting information) according to Eq. (1). For given
thickness and complex index values of the Cu substrate,
there is a near-zero reflectivity point of (n, k) in addition
to thicker films over 80 nm, of which an additional
minimum appears along the n-axis due to Fabry–Perot
modes. The optimal complex index (n, k) at a point of

Fig. 1 a Schematic of an absorptive layer on a Cu substrate displaying a partial-wave decomposition, where r1′ comes from a full cycle through
medium 2, r1′′ from two full cycles, r1′′′ from three full cycles, etc. b Plots of the optimal optical constants for minimum reflection (maximum
absorption) on a Cu substrate as a function of the thickness of the absorptive layer. The inset shows a typical (n,k) contour plot with an absorptive
layer thickness of 30 nm. c Sums of the partial reflection as a function of the number of secondary waves from the three-layer structure. The substrate
is a copper film with a complex index of ns= 0.89+ 2.58i, and medium 2 has an index of 2.6+ ik, where k is given in the legend, with a wavelength
of 550 nm and thickness of 30 nm. d Trajectories of the sums of the partial reflected waves corresponding to (c), showing the evolution of the
reflectance with varying k values. e–f Phase shift as a function of the incident angle at a wavelength of 550 nm and with an absorptive layer thickness
of 30 nm for s-polarization (e) and p-polarization (f)
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near-zero reflectivity was extracted and plotted in Fig. 1b.
Figure 1b clearly shows that the imaginary part remains
nearly constant at 0.4 with changes in the thickness, while
the real part varies substantially. Considering the appli-
cation of this structure in transparent conductive films,
photovoltaic and photoelectrochemical solar energy con-
version, the absorptive layer must be ultrathin, con-
ductive, and photoactive22. Accordingly, we chose CuO as
an absorptive layer to tune the optical property of the Cu
film, with an optical constant of n2= 2.48+ 0.59i at a
wavelength of 550 nm (see the supporting information,
Fig. 2S), which is very close to the value indicated in
Fig. 1b at a thickness of 30 nm and corresponds roughly to
λ/7n.
Now, we will explain the underlying mechanism of the

reflectance suppression in more detail. Theoretically,
when zero reflectance is achieved, the module of the total
reflectance efficient is equal to zero (i.e., R= |r|2). This
can only occur when r12þr23 e2iβ ¼ 0, according to Eq. (1),
considering that the denominator of the right term in Eq.
(1) is finite. Thus, the following equations can be deduced
to satisfy the zero reflectance condition:

R12 ¼ R23 e
�4πnd=λ ð2Þ

φ23 þ φprop: � φ12 ¼ 2mþ 1ð Þπ ð3Þ

where R12 and R23 are the amplitudes of the phases of r12
and r23, respectively; φ12 and φ23 are the phase shift in the
interfaces of 1/2 and 2/3, respectively. φprop. is the
propagation phase increase in the absorptive layer, and
m is an integer. When the condition defined by these two
equations is met, destructive interference in the three-
layer structure (Gires–Tournois configuration) occurs.

The physical mechanism of the aforementioned
destructive interference can be understood by

investigating the behaviors of partial reflected waves in the
Gires–Tournois11. Here, we take the case of n2= 2.6+ ik,
namely, the case with an absorptive layer thickness of 30
nm on a Cu substrate. The reflectance efficient r in Eq. (1)
is the sum of all of the partial reflected waves, as illu-
strated in Fig. 1a, i.e., r ¼ P1

m¼0
rm where

rm ¼ t12rm23r
ðm�1Þ
21 t12 e2miβfor m > 0 and rxy= (px− py)/(px

− py), txy= 2pxy/(px− py), px= nx cos(θx), β= (2π/λ) n2 d
cos(θ2), θx= sin−1(sin(θ1)/nx) and r0= r12. Here, r0 is the
complex reflection coefficient of the reflected wave from
air to the absorptive layer, rm is the partial reflected wave
that undergoes m cycles in the absorptive layer. Thus, to
see how the total reflectance evolves with secondary
waves, we calculated the partial reflectance as a function
of the secondary waves, which are plotted in Fig. 1c. In the
calculation, the complex index of copper is ns= 0.89+
2.58i at 550 nm, and the absorptive layer has an index of
n2= 2.6+ ik with a thickness of 30 nm, where k varies
from 0 to 1. From Fig. 1c, it is clear that the reflectance of
r0 is larger than 0.2 regardless of the k used. When the
first 1–2 secondary waves are taken into consideration,
the partial reflectance decreases sharply, even reaching 0
at k= 0.4. The partial reflectance reaches its final value for
all cases, with a loss after considering no more than 4
partial waves.
For the partial waves reflected from a lossy film, the

amplitudes are all complex quantities that can be plotted
in the complex plane. Figure 1d displays the trajectories of
the sums of the partial reflected waves with varying k
values. The trajectories are plotted with r0 beginning at
the origin, and rm begins at the end of rm−1. Since the total
reflectance is the square of the module of the last tra-
jectory in the complex plane, the total reflectance of each
absorptive layer with varying k values can be readily
obtained, and zero reflectance is obtained if the trajectory

Fig. 2 a Calculated reflectance spectra of Cu substrates coated with a CuO film with a thicknesses of 0–80 nm. b Measured and calculated reflectance
spectra of a Cu film with CuO and a thickness of 30 nm and of a pure Cu film. The two photographs in the inset are the corresponding optical
images. The schematic in the right panel displays the reflections from double-sided Cu-grid TCEs. rs, rf, and rr indicate reflected light from the
substrate, the front of the Cu-grid and the rear of the Cu-grid, respectively
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returns to the origin. Figure 1d clearly shows how the
reflectance evolves with varying of k. For the case of k=
0.4, the end of the trajectory almost returns to the origin,
indicating the total cancellation of the partial waves with
r0.
As discussed above, the total reflectance is correlated

with the total phase shift, which is also pertinent to the
angle of incidence. However, the optical properties of this
three-layer structure are consistent across most angles of
incidence. This result occurs because the coating in this
structure is much thinner than the wavelength of light
(~λ/7n) and the refraction angle in the absorptive layer
remains very small over a wide range of incidence angles
due to the large discrepancy in indices between the air
and the absorptive layer according to Snell’s law. We
demonstrated this phenomenon by plotting the phase
shift as a function of incident angle at a wavelength of 550
nm and with an absorptive layer thickness of 30 nm for s-
polarization and p-polarization, which are shown in
Fig. 1e, f. Moreover, the reflectance is smaller than 0.1 up
to an angle of incidence of 60° for both s- and p-polar-
ization cases (see supporting information Fig. 3S). For the
case of p-polarization, there is a sharp change from ~0 to
~π in the phase shift between air and the absorptive layer
(φ12). This point corresponds to the Brewster angle (θB=
arctan(nt/ni), ni and nt are the refractive indices of air and
absorptive layer), at which no reflectance for p-polarized
light can be detected from the air into the absorptive

layer. As shown in Fig. 1d, the Brewster angle is shifted to
ca. 70° due to the high index of the absorptive layer, and
so, the presence of the Brewster angle does not exert a
significant effect on the angular dependence of the light
reflection.
Herein, as a proof-of-concept experiment, we employ a

CuO film to tune the reflectance of the Cu-grid lines in
Cu-grid-based transparent conductive films, which in turn
reduces the visibility of the grid lines when it is employed
to fabricate a capacitive touch-panel sensor. Typically, the
capacitive touch-panel sensor mainly consists of three
layers with a dielectric optical layer sandwiched between
two TCEs, which is illustrated schematically in the inset of
Fig. 2. It clearly shows that the reflectance from the touch-
panel sensor comprises three parts, namely, front reflec-
tion, rear reflection and substrate reflection (rs). The
reflectance of the pure Cu film per se at λ= 550 nm is
larger than 42%; hence, high reflectance of grid lines is
undesirable for pure Cu-grid TCEs used in displays and
touch screens since the image quality may be degraded by
the reflected light. Moreover, the larger the difference in
reflectance between grid lines and substrate is, the clearer
the visibility of the grid lines.
Figure 2a shows the calculated reflectivity as a function

of the CuO layer thickness. The CuO/Cu structure dis-
plays a strong thickness-dependent reflectance, with a
minimum value appearing in the range of thickness of
30–40 nm and a wavelength of 550–600 nm. Then, we

Fig. 3 a Photograph of a Cu-grid TCE fabricated on a flexible substrate (metal grid on a 5×5 cm region) and b the corresponding magnified image
(Cu grid with a feature size of 4 μm and a grid-to-grid distance of 320 μm). The inset displays the AFM image of the grid. c The transmittance spectra
of ITO on PET and Cu-grid TCEs fabricated on PET and ARPET. Note: The substrate contribution is considered in the optical transmittance
measurements (T= Tsub+ Tmesh), and the corresponding sheet resistances are also indicated in the figure. d,e Images of plants seen through Cu-grid
TCEs deposited on PET and ARPET from an off-normal angle, respectively
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fabricated a sample with a CuO thickness of 30 nm using
the roll-to-roll method. Figure 2b depicts the corre-
sponding measured and calculated reflectance spectra
along with those of a pure Cu film. Excellent agreement is
obtained between the experimental data and the calcula-
tion. With a 30-nm CuO coating on the Cu substrate, the
reflectance at a wavelength of 550 nm is only ca. 2.5%,
while that of the pure Cu film is ca. 43%. The large dif-
ference in reflectance allows for the tuning of the color of
metals using these ultrathin dielectric films. As shown in
the photographs (insets to Fig. 2b), the pure Cu substrate
shows a typical metallic color, while the 30-nm CuO film
coating on the Cu substrate creates a dark-blue color. The
same results can be obtained from a 35-nm CuO film
coating on the back side of a Cu substrate on PET and
ARPET (see the supporting information, Fig. 4S).
Subsequently, we use this conductive sandwich struc-

ture to fabricate grid-based transparent conductive films.
The fabrication of copper grids for transparent conduct-
ing electrodes (Cu grids-TCEs) is illustrated schematically
in Figure 5S (see the supporting information). To fabri-
cate displays or touch screens with high definition and
high clarity, it is important to enhance the total trans-
mittance of the TCEs. Unlike optical glass with high
transmittance (>92%), plain PET exhibits low transmit-
tance (<90%). After coating with a conductive medium,
such as ITO, metal nanowires and grids, the total trans-
mittance of the TCE is far lower than 90%, which will
diminish the clarity of the resultant displays or touch
screens to some extent. In this regard, two series of AR
layers were designed to improve the transmittance of the
PET substrate. More importantly, the feature size of the
grid lines and the spacing between two grid lines can be
controlled easily by varying the chemical-etching time and
changing the masks with different grids configurations
during the photolithographic process. Hence, tailored
sheet resistance and transmittance of the Cu grids-TCEs
can be easily realized.

Fig. 4 a Plots of average transmittance (λ= 380–780 nm) vs sheet
resistance for Cu-grid TCEs with various feature sizes (labeled with
different colors) and grid-to-grid distances (labeled with different shapes)
on ARPET substrates. All error bars show the standard deviation obtained
from 10 measurements from different samples. The dotted lines are used
to guide the reader’s eyes. b Total transmittance vs sheet resistance for
various transparent conductors. Our Cu-grid TCE data with a Cu layer
thickness of 300 nm and state-of-the-art counterpart data for electron
spun nanofibers25 and nanotroughs26, nanowire/meshwire hybrids27,
reduced graphene oxide-coated Cu nanowires17, graphene-coated metal
mesh28, self-formed networks24, and AZO-coated metal mesh29 are
shown. All transmittance data in other reports are transformed to total
transmittance via multiplying by 90% for a rough comparison. c Plot of
chromaticity on the Hunter color scale for different substrates and Cu-grid
TCEs with or without CuO-coating together with 300 nm ITO on PET for
comparison. The grid size and spacing of the Cu grids are of 4 and 320
μm, respectively. In the plot, +a* corresponds to red, −a* corresponds to
green, +b* corresponds to yellow, and −b* corresponds to blue
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Figure 3a and b display the photographs of a Cu-grid
TCE fabricated on a flexible substrate for a 5 cm×5 cm
sample and the corresponding magnified image, respec-
tively. The grid width and spacing of the Cu grids is 4 and
320 μm, respectively. Homogeneous grids on a flexible
substrate were obtained readily by using photo-
lithography, and the corresponding AFM images of the
TCEs with a line width of 4, 2 and 1 μm are shown in
Figure 6S (see the supporting information). Figure 3c
compares the transmittance of two Cu-grid TCEs on PET
and ARPET with a feature size of 4 μm and grid-to-grid
distance of 320 μm in the wavelength range from 380 to
780 nm, along with that of sputtered ITO on a PET
substrate for comparison. The Cu-grid TCEs on PET
exhibit a good transmittance of 85.9% at
λ= 550 nm, which is comparable to ITO-based TCE.
Interestingly, the Cu-grid TCEs on PET outperformed the
ITO-based TCE on PET in total performance, exhibiting a
flat profile over the entire visible light range in addition to
some fluctuations due to the interference of a thick hard
coating on both sides of the PET. After coating with AR
layers on both sides of the PET, the total transmittance
increases by ca. 8% from 85.9 to 94.3% owing to the sig-
nificant enhancement in transmittance of the substrate
(see the supporting information, Figure 7S). As a result, a
Cu-grid TCE with a high transmittance of 94.3% and sheet
resistance of 8.5Ω sq.−1 can be easily obtained. Moreover,
the introduction of AR layers can significantly improve
the clarity of the resultant TCEs, as displayed in Fig. 3d, e,
showing the images of plants seen through Cu-grid TCEs
deposited on PET and ARPET at an off-normal angle. The
Cu-grid TCE on PET is slightly opaque, while that on
ARPET is very clear. This noticeable difference in the
image clarity demonstrates the effectiveness of the AR
layers in enhancing the transmittance of the Cu-grid
TCEs by suppressing the reflectance of the substrate and
Cu-grid lines and, thus, eliminating the need for further
coating AR layers when it is utilized to fabricate touch-
panel sensors, making it more economical.
Typically, for a conductive film with a specific thickness,

a smaller grid size results in a higher transmittance but a
lower conductivity23. To maximize the TCE potential, it is
generally required for TCEs to possess a high transmit-
tance and conductivity. Hence, there must be a trade-off
between optical transmittance and dc conductivity. The
figure of merit (FOM), which is defined as the ratio of σdc/
σop, is generally used to assess the performance of TCEs;
the larger the FOM is, the better the TCE. The relation-
ship among FOM (σdc/σop), transmittance (T) and sheet
resistance (Rs) is as follows

24,

T ¼ 1þ Z0

2Rs

σop

σdc

� ��2

ð4Þ

where Z0= 377Ω is the free space impedance, σop is the
optical conductivity, and σdc is the dc conductivity of the
TCEs. Here, we use the average transmittance to calculate
the FOM.
Figure 4a shows the plots of average transmittance

(λ= 380–780 nm) vs sheet resistance for Cu-grid TCEs
with various feature sizes (d= 4, 2, and 1 μm) and grid-to-
grid spacings (w= 160, 320, and 480 μm) on ARPET
substrates and the corresponding FOM data. The sub-
strate contribution is included in all of the transmittance
values. All error bars show a standard deviation of 10
measurements from different samples. For Cu-grid TCEs
with a grid size of 4 μm and a grid spacing of
160 μm on an ARPET substrate, the average transmit-
tance and the sheet resistance are 91.5% and 4.3Ω sq.−1,
respectively. By adjusting the grid size and grid spacing of
the Cu-grid TCEs, the transmittance can be increased to
as high as 97%, which is ca. 8% larger than that observed
for plain PET, with a sheet resistance of 40–70Ω sq.−1 All
of the results for ARPET are superior to that of plain PET,
which is shown in Figure 8S (see the supporting
information).
Our Cu-grid TCEs on ARPET, with a grid size of 1–4

μm and grid spacing of 160–480 μm, exhibit excellent
opto-electrical performance with very high FOMs ranging
from 185 (with T= 97.2%, Rs= 71Ω sq.−1) to 965 (with
T= 91.5%, Rs= 4.3Ω sq.−1). According to Eq. (2), the
FOM is inversely proportional to the sheet resistance for a
specific transmittance, and thus, the FOM can be
increased largely just by increasing the thickness of the
conducting film to decrease the sheet resistance without
compromising the transmittance. For example, our Cu-
grid TCEs on ARPET with a grid size of 4 μm, a grid
spacing of 320 μm, and a Cu thickness of 300 nm exhibits
a FOM of 705 (Rs= 8.5Ω sq.−1, T= 94%). After
increasing the thickness of the Cu film to 900 nm, the
sheet resistance of the Cu-grid TCEs on ARPET can be
lowered to ~2Ω sq.−1, and the FOM can be increased to
~3000. It is noteworthy that the FOMs of our Cu-grid
TCEs were obtained by using the total transmittance of
the conducting film (Cu grids) and substrate, rather than
the conducting film alone, and the thickness of the grid
lines is far thinner than that of the nanowires (which
require diameters of >1 μm for such a low sheet resis-
tance)25. Hence, to some extent, considering the substrate
effect, the opto-electrical performances of our Cu-grid
TCEs are superior to those of their state-of-the-art
counterparts, such as electron spun nanofibers (87.3%,
0.42Ω sq.−1)25 and nanotroughs (81%, 2Ω sq.−1)26,
nanowire/grids wire hybrids (82.8%, 0.36Ω sq.−1)27,
reduced graphene oxide-coated Cu nanowires (81%, 28Ω
sq.−1)17, graphene-coated metal grids (77%, 30Ω sq.−1)28,
self-formed networks (73.8%, 4.2Ω sq.−1)24, and AZO-
coated metal grids (81.5%, 6.2Ω sq.−1)29, which are shown
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in Fig. 4b. This significant improvement is attributed to
the substantial increase in the transmittance of the sub-
strate after introducing two series of AR layers. Moreover,
Cu-grid TCEs with various FOMs can be readily made by
using an roll-to-roll MS method, a facile and high-
throughput technique used in semiconducting industry.
As a replacement for ITO, the intrinsic reddish-orange

color of the Cu-grid TCEs must be overcome, which is
also essential for manufacturing displays with high clarity
and fidelity19. Figure 4c displays the plot of chromaticity
on the Hunter color scale for different substrates and Cu-
grid TCEs with and without CuO coatings as well as 300
nm ITO on PET for comparison. The grid width and
spacing of the Cu grids are 4 μm and 320 μm, respectively.
This result clearly shows that the color performance of
the Cu-grid TCEs is improved significantly compared
with the uncoated Cu-grid TCEs after coating a thin CuO
film on the Cu substrate, and the color neutrality is
roughly equivalent to that of PET substrate, which is far
superior to that of commercial ITO (yellow-green color
shown in the upper-left corner). This difference occurs
because the transmittance spectra of Cu-grid TCEs
exhibit a flat profile over the entire visible light range with
the exception of some fluctuations (Fig. 3b), while a peak
in the transmittance of ITO appears near 550 nm (yellow-
green color), which is most sensitive to the human eye.
More importantly, the reflectance of the Cu film coated
with 30 nm CuO has a minimum at wavelength of 550
nm, which suppresses the visibility of the grids
remarkably.
In addition to the issues of the color of Cu-grid TCEs

and the visibility of grid lines, coating a CuO layer on the
Cu film surface can help reduce the degradation of the
sheet resistance, especially in humid air and at higher
temperature. The changes in the sheet resistance of Cu-
grid TCEs with or without a CuO-coating layers are
depicted in Figure 9Sa (see the supporting information).
The grid size and spacing are of 4 and 320 μm, respec-
tively. The test was carried out in a humidity chamber at
60 °C with a relative humidity of 90%, which is a standard
testing condition for assessing TCEs in the semiconductor
industry. The pure Cu-grid TCEs show poor stability, and
their performance degraded in a few days as the sheet
resistance dramatically increased. This increase is attrib-
uted to the fact that pure Cu is prone to oxidation even at
room temperature30, and after testing in humid condi-
tions, a significant number of water vapor molecules are
absorbed onto the surface of the Cu-grid lines and
accelerate oxidation31. For CuO covered Cu-grid TCEs,
the sheet resistance remained almost constant for more
than 20 days, only increasing by 12%, which is lower than
the standard value of 20% for TCEs in displays. We per-
formed XPS depth measurement to characterize the
compositional change after exposure to humidity at 60 °C.

The XPS depth profile of O (see the supporting infor-
mation, Figure 9Sb) shows that the peaks of O 1s change
similarly, and no peaks related to O are discernable at the
CuO/Cu interface (~35 nm), with the exception of the
profile difference on the surface due to the increase in
content of hydroxides (~531.5 eV) after exposure to
humidity29. These results clearly demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of CuO in preventing the oxidation of the Cu-
grid TCEs, indicating that layered CuO/Cu/CuO-grid
TCEs are a superior replacement for ITO.

Conclusions
In summary, strong interference-induced resonant light

trapping in an optical cavity comprising ultrathin con-
ductive CuO film on Cu substrate endows effective
reflection suppression in ultrathin nanometer films. Since
the transmittance is zero, efficient light absorption in
ultrathin nanometer films can also be obtained, which
may also make them an excellent candidate material for
applications in solar energy conversion by balancing the
trade-off between light absorption (requiring a thick film
due to poor absorption), and photogenerated minority
collection (requiring an ultrathin film due to poor trans-
port properties). Moreover, the approach proposed in this
study and the underlying physical mechanism can prob-
ably be extended to other metal substrates, provided that
the absorptive layer with a suitable complex index is
available. As a proof-of-concept experiment, a CuO film
was employed to fabricate TCEs, which exhibit two
functions: (1) they tune the reflectance of the Cu-grid
lines in Cu-grid TCEs, which in turn reduces the visibility
of grid lines when it is employed to fabricate a capacitive
touch-panel sensor and (2) they prevent oxidation of
the Cu grid. By optimizing the aperture and grid
feature size, an excellent opto-electrical performance
(Rs= 8.5Ω sq.−1, T= 94.3%) was achieved for a given Cu
thickness of 300 nm, which is superior to state-of-the-art
Cu nanowires-based flexible TCEs. For a given transmit-
tance, the sheet resistance of Cu-grid TCEs can be
reduced remarkably by increasing the thickness of
Cu-conducting layer. The key to the excellent perfor-
mance of these Cu-grid TCEs relative to other counter-
parts is introducing a CuO layer to suppress the reflection
of the Cu layer and to protect Cu grids from oxidation and
incorporating two series of AR layers to enhance the total
transmittance of TCEs. We believe that this method holds
promising implications in fabricating high-performance
TCEs and high-conversion efficiency solar energy
absorbers.
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